
Environmentally Friendly Marine Foam.
For more than 40 years, Foam Supplies, Inc. has been providing the marine industry with versatile, 
innovative and reliable polyurethane foam systems and dispensing equipment for a wide range 
of needs. No other company can match our successful track record in the production of boats, 
docks, navigational markers, buoys, life rings and much more.

Today, we’re also proud to say that FSI is the only polyurethane manufacturer to offer the 
industry a proven environmentally friendly option with our ecomarineTM flotation foam. Because 
it’s made with our proprietary ecomate® liquid blowing agent (LBA) technology, ecomarine 

does not contribute to global warming, ozone depletion or smog production (does not contain  
VOCs), and is not a marine pollutant. It also complies with US Coast Guard requirements under 
Title 33 CFR.

Ecomate has been US EPA SNAP approved since 2003, making it an ideal replacement for HFCs 
recently targeted for phase-out by the EPA, including HFC-134a. That means ecomarine is a 
proven, easy way for boat makers to transition away from HFC-based systems, typically with minor  
to no changes in processes or equipment.
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FSI’s ecomarine™ polyurethane foam provides excellent flotation properties, while also adding structural 
integrity. But we also offer other products – like ecofoam™ and ecoflex™ – that are perfect for maritime 
applications such as boat seating, cushions, steering wheels and more. Plus, all of these foams are specially 
blended for marine use to resist water absorption.

In addition to being a key component in the manufacture of new products, ecomarine foam may also be 
used for marine repair in everything from personal watercraft and docks to commercial barges, as well as in 
performing salvage work. And for smaller, do-it-yourself consumer projects, FSI even offers convenient and 
easy-to-use Marine Foam Kits in a variety of sizes (available at fsifoamkits.com).

No matter what your marine application, from rigid foam to flexible foam to dispensing equipment and 
more – plus expert advice and support from the industry leader in polyurethane technologies – count  
on Foam Supplies.

While boat manufacturers know us for our marine flotation foam, Foam Supplies also supplies polyurethane 

foam systems for cooler and live well insulation, boat seating, cushions, steering wheels and so much more!

 

EcomarineTM is made with ecomate® liquid blowing agent (LBA) 
technology, which has been approved by the US EPA’s Significant 
New Alternatives Policy (SNAP) Program to replace harmful ozone 
depleting and global warming polyurethane foam blowing agents 
since 2003.


